Middle School
GRADERS 4-6
Students Obtaining Success, Making Great Choices, Striving to Reach their Goals
SCHOOL MOTTO
Oak Tree
SCHOOL MASCOT
Navy Blue & Kelly Green
SCHOOL COLORS

PREPARING STUDENTS FOR SUCCESS
ACADEMICS
STPPS CURRICULUM, ACADEMIC RESOURCES, & HIGH-QUALITY INSTRUCTION
PREPARE STUDENTS FOR SUCCESS.

TECHNOLOGY
100% WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY
326 COMPUTERS
PROMETHEAN BOARDS
DOCUMENT CAMERAS
IPADS / TABLETS
ROSETTA STONE

SUPPORT
EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION SERVICES PROVIDED FOR ELIGIBLE STUDENTS INCLUDING GIFTED AND TALENTED
POSITIVE BEHAVIOR SUPPORT PROGRAM REWARDS STUDENTS FOR GOOD BEHAVIOR

FAMILY & COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
600 MEMBERS IN THE LITTLE OAK MIDDLE PTA

WE HOST A NUMBER OF FAMILY NIGHTS OR OTHER OUTREACH EVENTS FOR PARENTS, INCLUDING FAMILY FUN NIGHT, FIELD DAY, NIGHT OF THE ARTS, AND CAMPUS BEAUTIFICATION EVENTS.

OUR DEDICATED TEAM

103 FACULTY & STAFF

100% CERTIFIED TEACHERS

TEACHERS ATTEND HIGH QUALITY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

OPPORTUNITIES & OFFERINGS
WE OFFER A VARIETY OF EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND SPECIAL OPPORTUNITIES:
4-H, BETA CLUB, JUMP ROPE TEAM, DANCE, STEM, ROBOTICS, GIRLS ON THE RUN, BAND, CHOIR, THEATER PRODUCTIONS, AND GOOD NEWS CLUB.

POINTS OF PRIDE

Our Firecracker Jump Rope Team won the “Making the Grade” Award from the Drew Brees Foundation.

We were recognized for the Highest Student Participation in the Savannah’s Challenge Campaign for law enforcement appreciation.

Our extensive extracurricular activities provide opportunities for all children to succeed.

Our community partnerships with companies such as Aerojet Rocketdyne, Stennis Space Center and Exxon Mobil provide STEM activities for students, including Lego League competitions, tin can robots and holiday themed STEM activities.

PROUD TO BE A ST. TAMMANY PARISH PUBLIC SCHOOL
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